
The Civic Action Project   • Proposal
Effective citizens are able to solve problems and they understand the role that policy plays in doing so.  

During this course, you are going to address a problem or an issue by taking civic actions.  As you try to 
make an impact, you'll explore relationships between the issue, your actions, and policy.
Another thing effective citizens are good at is convincing others that their concerns, ideas, and views are important.   
  
  Convince your teacher that the problem, issue, or policy you want to try to impact is important.

Date:Name:

Describe the problem and its effects on people:

What problem, issue, or policy  
do  you propose to work on?

What are the policy implications?  As you take civic actions, you'll need to deal with public policy in some way .

Teacher Reaction

Proposal Accepted 
Move Forward!

Please come see 
me.

 Impacts on people

Policy Implications

Why you want to work on this.
Please edit to help me 
understand more about:  

Date:

Why do you want to work on this?  What is your buy-in? 

What are the first few things you would do?

Other:

Use the "Save As" command to give this form a new name.  Save every time you make a change! 
Help is available on the CAP web site (www.crfcap.org) in the Student Materials section.
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	Date: 2012-02-06
	EmployeeName: Baxter
	Description: It is a problem that I feel needs to be addressed. I also feel that there needs to be policies in place that prevent people from becoming homeless or getting them out of homelessness instead of just dealing with the effects of it.
	TextField2: To raise awareness of homelessness in and around the Ft. Collins area 
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	TextField3: I would raise awareness in and around Ft. Collins. i would explain the effect that homelessness has on everyone else, I will also come up with a plan to reduce and eventually eliminate the amount of homeless.
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